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Abstract 
Recently, q-analogues of designs and null-designs have become interesting subjects 
[7-1 !]. However, it is not easy to construct and realize them concretely. In this paper, 
we characterize the minimal (q)-null designs for a special case. They turn out to be 
the signed sums of maximal isotropic subspaces of a fixed vector space, with a given bi- 
linear form, over a finite field. Moreover, as by-products, we obtain many results on the 
properties of minimal (q)-nuU designs. © 1998 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Let n, k and t be nonnegative integers satisfying t <~ k <~ n and Lq(n) be the 
lattice of subspaces of an n-dimensional vector space over the Galois field 
Fq. The fibers Xo,...,Xn of the lattice Lq(n) are defined by 
X~. = {x E Lq(n) [ rank(x) = i}, 0 ~<i~< n. Let Mq(n) be the vector space over 
the real field ~ defined as follows: 
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:~Lq[ z) | 
Then the support of an element o = )-~-~t~(.), ~ ~.z of Mq(n), denoted by 
Supp(og), is defined as the set {z E Lq(n) I ~ ~ 0). A subspace of Mq(n) of par- 
ticular interest is Nq(t, k, n), defined by 
Nq(t'k'n)={ E~''y ,,,  .e.v~ .~ E~Y = 0 f°r any x E Xt} " <~ . ,.
The elements of Nq(t, k, n) are usually called null (t, k)-designs (or just null t-de- 
signs) of Lq(n). Note that our definition of null t-designs generalizes the classi- 
cal null l-designs, which is defined only for the subset lattice [4], since Lq(n) is 
the subset lattice if q = 1. We call 0 -¢ ¢0 E Nq(t, k, n) a min#nal null design if 
ISupp(~o)l is the minimum of the support size of nonzero null designs in 
Nq(t,k,n). 
In [3], Frankl and Pach proved that the size of the support of nonzero null t- 
design is at least 2 '+~ for the subset lattice i.e. for the null t-designs of Lq(n), 
q = 1. Let us identify a set {xl,x.,,... ,xt} with the product xjx,....xl, then 
(x ,  - x . , ) (xs  - x4) . . .  (x , . ,+  l - x ,_ ,+ , . )x , . ,+  3 . . . x~.  ~, ~ l 
is a null t-design whose support size is 2 t' I. In [6], Liebler and Zimmermann 
proved that for k = t + I, these are the only null t-designs which have the sup- 
port size 2 '~. For general t and k, we were able to prove that the null t-designs 
of support size 2 ' ' l  are of the form (XI--X2)(X3--X4)...(X2t+I-- 
x2,+,.)x2t~s...xt.~,,l if n = k +t+ 1 [2]. (For n ¢ -k+t+ 1, k > t + 1, this is 
not true.) 
For general q, in [5], James found a null t-design for k = t + 1, whose sup- 
port size is 2(1 + q)(l + q-')... (1 + qt) and conjectured that the minimal size 
of the support of nonzero elements of Nq(t,t+ l,n) is 2(I +q)( l  +q2). . .  
(I + ¢). For k > t + 1, we were able to find a null t-design whose support size 
is 2(i + q)(1 + q2)... (i + ¢) by using the same idea as James'. 
In [1], we proved the conjecture by James that the minimum size of the sup- 
port of nonzero element of Nq(t,t + l,n) is 2(I +q)( l  + q2)... (1 +q'). Note 
that 2(1 +q)(I  +qZ) . . . ( l  +q ' )= 2 '+~ for q = 1. We strongly believe that 
the minimum size of the support of nonzero element of Nu(t,k,n) is 
2(I + q)(l + q-')... (1 + q') for general t and k but we do not have a proof yet. 
In this paper, we classify the minimal null t-designs in Nq(t, t+ 1, n) i.e. the 
null designs in Nq(t, t+ 1, n), whose support size is 2(! + q)(l + q2)... (1 + qt). 
While we try to classify the minimal null designs in Nq(t, t + 1, n), we also ob- 
tain many interesting properties on the minimal null designs. In the present 
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section we give some background on the isotropic subspaces and give some def- 
initions. 
1.1. Prelimhzaries 
We basically follow James (Ch. 18 of Ref. [5]) to define the isotropic subspac- 
es and we state, without proofs, some theorems we will need. 
Definition I.I. 
1. Let V be a 2m-dimensional vector space over Fq, and let 
{ f t , . - .  , f , , , ,gl , . . .  ,g,,} be a basis for V. 
2. Define a bilinear form ( , )  on V by 
(c~fl + . . .  + c,,f,, + dlgt + "'" + dmg,,~, 
t • I I c].[i + ' "  + c,,f,, + dlgt + . . .  + di,,g,,, )
I I I  
= ~-~(cid: + c;di) (c,,ds, c;,d[ E ~:,t) 
i=i 
so that the Gram matrix for the bilinear form ( , )  wilh respect o the chosen (0,.) 
basis of Vis /,,, 0 " 
3. Define the function ~p from V to 0:q by 
~p(c~.li + "." + c,,,.l;,, + dlgl + " "  + d,,,g,,,) = cldl + . . .  + c,,,d,,,. 
4. if W is a subspace of V, let 
rad /¥  = {w E W [ q~(w) = 0 and (w, w') = 0 for all w' E /J/}. 
5. A subspace/J,' of Is is said to be isotropic if/4' = rad W. 
Remark 1.2. 
1. For ul, u2 E V, c, d E Fq, we can verify that 
+ du,) = + + u2). (!) 
2. In the definition of*he isotropic spaces, the function ~p is introduced only to 
cope 'with the case where q is a power of 2. 
Definition 1.3. 
1. For x ,y  E Lq(n), the join ofx  and y, x vy ,  is the least upper bound ofx  and 
y, and the meet o fx  and y, x Ay, is the greatest lower bound ofx  and y. We 
say that y covers x if x <~ y and x E X,, y E X~4t for some i. 
2. For x E Lq(n), Dim(x) = rank(x) is the dimension of the vector space x. 
3. For to = )-~:qL, I ,i.,.:~_~ c-z E Mq(n), and z E Supp(to), sign,,,(z) is the sign of c:. 
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4. For 1 linearly independent vectors ul, u2,. . . ,  ut, (ul, u2, . . . ,  ut) is the i-di- 
mensional vector space over Fq spanned by ui, i = 1, . . . ,  1. 
5. For a set d of vectors, Span~¢ is the vector space spanned by all vectors 
in ~.  
6. For n >t m/> 0, the q-binomial coefficient (')q is defined by 
(n)~(n - l )q . . . (n - m + l)q 
(m)q(m -- l )q . . .  (l)q ' 
where (l)q = 1 + q +. . .  + qt- i  for positive integer 1 and (0)q = 0. 
Proposition 1.4 (q-binomial theorem) (3.5 of Ref. [5]). For all x, 
(1 +x)( l  +xq) . - . ( l  +xq" - l )=  q(:)x J. 
j=0 q 
In the following propositions, let V be a 2m-dimensional vector space over 
Fq with bilinear form ( , )  given in Definition 1.1. 
Proposition 1.5 (18.5 of Ref. [5]). Let W be an isotropic subspace of V. Then 
dim W <. m. 
Proposition 1.6 (18.10 of Ref. [5]). The number of  m-dimensional isotropic 
rT  m-  I subspaees of V is i u=o (qi + 1). 
Proposition 1.7 (18.13 of Ref. [5]). Y'~w(sign W)W belongs" to Nq(m - l,m, 2m), 
where the sum is taken over all m-dimensional isotropic subspaces W of V and the 
sign W is" defined as ( -  l )dim(JnW) for a f ixed m-dimensional isotropie subspace J 
o fF .  
Remark 1.8. The R-vector spaces we are going to deal with are not just 
Nq(m-  l,m,2m) as in Proposition !.7 but the spaces Nq(m-  l ,m,n) for any 
n >I 2m. We, however, always can fix a 2m-dimensional subspace of a given 
n-dimensional space, if n >~2m, and use Proposition 1.7. Note that 
Nq(m - l,m,2m) is contained in Nq(m - I,m,n), i fn/> 2m, by this way. 
1.2. Main theorems 
Here we present he main theorems we would like to prove. The following is 
the first main theorem which is a special case of a theorem in [1]. Although a 
proof of Theorem i can be found in [1], we are going to give a proof of The- 
orem 1 since it provides important framework for the proof of the second main 
theorem. 
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Theorem 1. The minimum of the support size of  nonzero null t-designs in 
Nq(t , t+ l ,n) is 2(1 +q)(1 +q2) . . . ( l  +qt). 
The second main theorem is the following. 
Theorem 2. Let co be a minimal null design in Nq(t, t -4- 1, n). Then to is a multiple 
of  the signed sum of  (t + l )-dimensionai isotropic subspaces of some 2(t + 1)- 
dimensional spa£e with some chosen basis. The sign of each space is defined as 
sign(y) = ( -  I)D~m{y^Y°) for some f ixed yo in Supp(to). 
In Section 2, we give a proof of the first main theorem, and in Section 3, we 
state key corollaries of Theorem l, which will play the main role to prove the 
second main theorem. In the final section, we prove the second main theorem 
using induction on t. 
2. Proof  of the first main theorem 
The following proposition is a very powerful tool to understand the null t- 
designs. Note tnat we do not assume k = t + I in this proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. Let ca = ~'~:xk Otyy be a nonzero element Of Nq(t, k, n). Let s be 
the positive integer such that te is a null (s - 1 )-design but not a null s-design. Fix 
an element xl E X~ such that a - ~'~.~,~.~.~ <, y y # O. Then for any z E Xi, i <~ s, 
which is contained in xl, the Jbllowing equation holds: 
ot,.v = a( - l  )~-"q("~'). (2) 
yA.~ I =,.- 
Proof. First of all, a null tl-design is also a null t2-design if t2 <~ tl. Hence s is 
well defined, and s >/(t + 1). For z E Xi, z ~ xl, let us think about the sum 
.-~<zt~<xl 
where 0¢ ~ :, = )-~..,~y %, and/~ is the M6bius function on L~(n). For all z' < xl, 
~>~, = 0 by the definition of null designs since z' E X,., i < s. Therefore, 
)-~'~.- <.z,.< xl 0¢ >~ :, ~t(z, z') = r~ ~ .~1 /~(z, xl ) = al~(z, xl ). On the other hand, if we write 
the sum as ~,.v~x~ G.~t., ', then Cy -- y~:~.:~.~,^,.l~(z,z') for each v E X~. By the def- 
inition of the M6bius function, 
= {o if zvAx lAy ,  
1 if z = x i A y. z~zl<~ (xl^y) 
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Hence, ~_<:,.<,, ~ .>_.,/~(z,z') = ~y~,: . .  ~z;,. Writing down two expressions of 
}-~,~:,.<x~ e '  ~(z,g) together, we have 
o~;, = all(z,x| ) = a ( -  1)-  q( 2 ). 
Y"%~ I =2 
This completes the proof. [] 
Corollary 2.2. I f  n < k + t + 1, then Nq(t,k,n) is the zero vector space, i.e. there 
is no nonzero null t-design. 
Proof. Suppose that there is a nonzero element o = ~.~x, ~:Y E Nq(t, k, n). Let 
s be the integer defined in Proposition 2.1. Then for xl E X~ such that ~ >. x, -# 0 
and for all z ~< xl, (2) must hold. Hence, there must be y E Supp(to) such that 
xt A y = (0). This implies that Dim(xl V y) = s + k >/k + t + 1 and xl V y is in 
Lq(n). This contradicts n < k 4- t + 1. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let to = ~],,~x,+, ~yY be a nonzero element ofNq(t, t + I, n). 
Note that s, the number defined in Proposition 2.1, is t + 1. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that the maximum of the values ]~,,] is 1 and there is 
yl E Supp(to) such that ~.v, = 1. Let's fix yl, then Eq. (2) becomes, for all z ~< yl, 
z EX,,  
= '). 
.vA)' I .- 
S ince  I:~,.] ~< I, we can say that there must be at least 
,) 
many y E Supp(~o) such that y A Yl = z and sign,,,(y) = ( -  1 )t ~ ~-; for each z ~< y~. 
Note that any two elements of Supp(,J) we get from two different z~, z2 <~ y~ are 
different since the intersections with .~,1 must be different. If we sum the number 
ofy 's  in Supp(~o) we can get from all z<~yl, then we have at least 
~(t+i=0 i l ) ,q ( ,~ , )=2( l+q) . . . ( l+q , )  
many elements in Supp(~o) by the q-binomial theorem (Proposition 1.4). 
Finally. by Propositions !.6 and 1.7. there is a nonzero element of 
Nq(t, t + i, n) whose support size is 2(1 + q) . . .  (1 + q'), if n >/2t + 2. Further- 
more, if n < k + t + I then Nq(t, k, n) is the zero vector space by Corollary 2.2. 
Therefore, our assumption that there is a nonzero element in Nq(t, t + 1,n) 
forces the condition n/> 2t + 2 and now we can say that 2(1 + q) . . .  (! + q') 
is the 'minimal' size. 
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3. Key corollaries of theorem 1 
In this section, we give some results on the minimal null designs, which can 
be obtained as corollaries of Theorem 1. Since we are interested in the nonzero 
null designs in Nq(t, t + l, n), by Corollary 2.2, we assume that n >1 2t + 2 in this 
paper. In the following results, we fix a minimal null design 
e, = E ~*'Y E Nq(t,t + l,n). 
y EXt + l
Without loss of generality, we also assume that a (t + 1)-dimensional space 
yo = (vl, el, e, . . . .  , et) is in Supp(to) with ~,~, = + I. The following two corollar- 
ies are immediate from the proof of Theorem I. 
Corollary 3.1. For given y E Supp(to) and z <~ y. z E X~. there are exactly 
q("~ ') 
ma~',) y:'s such that :¢,: = ( - ! )  '+l-i, ~-v-E Supp(t~)) and .v A.V = z. E~pecially, 
~y = i l ]'or all y E Supp(o~). 
Corollary 3.2. For Yl ~ 3~ E Supp(to), 
sign,,,CV,) = ( -  l)"'-°imlY'~"-!sign,,,O'2). 
Lemma 3.3. Let z E Xj he an i-dimensional space such that z <~ y for  some 
3' E Supp(to). Then the number o.f elements #t Supp(t,~) which conta& z is 
2(l+q)...(l+q''). 
In particular, (/ 'z E X,, then there are exactly two (t + l )-dimensional spaces, 
Y~,Y2 E Supp(to) which cover z, and ~y, = +1, :t,~ = -1 .  
Proof. The number of eiements of Supp(to) which contain .: is the same as the 
number of y 'E  Supp(m) such that z <~y'/',y. The number of j-dimensional 
spaces which contain z and are contained in v is 
I t + 1 - i / j - t  q 
and each of them produces 
q\ 2 J 
many distinct y"s in Supp(to) in the way we describea in the proof of Theorem 
I. Tilerelore we have 
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j~'=i( ) t+l-it~=o , ")qq(,+l~,-I) '+  t+ l - i  q('+~-0= ~(  + l - l  =2( l+q)" ' ( l+qt - i )  
j - t  q 1 
many y' E Supp(co) which contain z, by the q-binomial theorem. 1-1 
Definition 3.4. Let 
covl -" Z Gtyy 
yESupp(to),Ivt ) <~ y
be the partial sum of co so that each term of co,,~ contains (vl). 
The following is an immediate corollary of Lemma 3.3. 
Corollary 3.5. The size of the support of co~, is 2(1 + q).--(1 + qt-I). 
Let us fix a basis ~' of the space of the join V = V),Esu-p(~,~t )Y so that the first P 't 
(t + 1) basis elements are v~, e~,...,  et. For each y e Supp(co~,, ), choose a basis 
o fy  so that the first basis element is v~ and the other basis elements are in the 
span of ~ - {v~ }. Then we can let y ~ Supp(co,,, ) be (v~) v xy for some t-dimen- 
sional space xy in the span of ~-  {v~ }. Furthermore, Xy is uniquely deter- 
mined; If (v,) V Xy = (v,) y ~v then, Xy = ~y since Xy,X'y <~ Span(~-  {v, }). 
Definition 3.6. Let 
)'ESupp(fo~.! ) 
be the sum of t-dimensional spaces xy, y ~ Supp(co~,~ ). 
Lemma 3.7. c%-~ E Nq(t- l,t,n). 
Proof. Note that Xy'S are t-dimensional spaces. Let z be in Xt-i. If z is not 
contained in Span(~-  {v:}), then there is no element in Supp(cog) which 
covers z. Hence, we may assume that z ~< Span(~ - {vl }). Now, (vl) V z is a t- 
dimensional space, so ~t<v,)v:)<~yeSupp({u)gY " -  0. But if ((Vl) V z) ~ y E Supp(co) 
then y must be in Supp(co,,,). Hence  ~((v,)vz)<~veSupp(~o,.,)gy'-O. If y= 
(Vl) VXy e Supp(co,,,) contains (~l) Vz, then Xy >i z since z<~ Span(.~ - {vl}). 
Therefore, 
Z t~y - -  Z t~y = 0. 
((Vl)VZ) ~< yESupp(toq ) : <~ X~.ESupp(to[. I ) 
[] 
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4. Proof of the second main theorem 
In this section, we use induction on t to prove the second main theorem. The 
proof is quite long and it is subdivided into several subsections, however, the 
basic idea is quite simple. We properly use the properties of minimal null de- 
signs given in Section 3, derived from the proof of Theorem 1. 
If  t = 0 then (vl) - (/)2) iS a minimal null design for any (vl) ~ (/)2), hence 
Theorem 2 holds for t - 0. So we assume that t > 0. 
We let o9 = ~ ~yy be a minimal null design in Nq(t, t + l, n) and assume that 
Y0 - (/)l,el,... ,e,) E Supp(og) with o% = +l .  By Lemma 3.7, 
o9~ E Nq( t -  l , t ,n),  hence by the induction hypothesis, we may assume that 
{el , . . . ,et ,  e,+l,...,e2,} is an ordered basis of V '= V.~es.pp, l,,,~)x and o9~ i s  
the signed sum of maximal isotropic subspaces of V'. lnerelore, lor example, 
(el , . . . ,et) ,(e,+l, . . . ,e2t) E Supp(to~,~). Hence, we may take as a basis for 
V - -  Vyesupp(oh, t ) y ,  
~ = { / ) l ,e l , . . . ,e t ,  et+l , . . . ,e2t}.  
Since a t-dimensional space (el, e2, . . . .  e,) is covered by y0 = (vl, e l , . . . ,  e,) E 
Supp(og), by Lemma 3.3, there must be a vector v2 satisfying (v2,el, . . . ,e,) 
E Supp(og) and sign~,(v2, e l , . . . ,  et) = - I. 
Lemma 4.1. v2 g Span{vl, e l , . . . ,  et, e,+l , . . . ,  e2t} = Span M. 
hence we can drop any ej, l<~j<~t, from the expression of v2.) 
x = (e,+l,...,e2t) E Supp(og~), and y = (v2, e l , . . . ,  e,) E Supp(o9). Then, 
Corollary 3.2, sign,,cj ( (e l , . . . ,  et)) = ( - l )  sign,,,,, ((e,+l, . . . .  e2,)). Hence 
) slgn,,,((vl) V (e l , . . . ,e , ) )  sign,o((vl) Vx) = (-1 ' " 
Proof. Let us suppose that v2 E Span{vl, e l , . . .  ,e2,} then 
v, = cov~ + c~e,+~ + • •. + c,e2,, where c~ E ~=q. 
(Note that the only condition we expect for v., is (v2) v (e l , . . . ,  e,) E Supp(og), 
Let 
by 
= ( -  l)'+'sign,,,(y). (3) 
Consider the intersection of x v (vl) and y. Suppose that u is a nonzero vector 
in the intersection, then u is a multiple of v., + ~i=~ a,e; since {vt,el , . . .  ,e2t} 
is a linearly independent set. Because of the assumption that v2 = 
COVl + clet+l + ' '" + cte2t where cj E [Fq, 
t t 
/)2 + ~0%ei  = c0vl + clet+l +""  + cte2t + ~-'~iei 
i=l i=l  
aad this should be in (v l ,e ,+l , . . . ,e : t ) .  That means that ~i = 0 for all 
i = l , . . . , t .  Hence we conclude that u is a multiple of v2, which is certain- 
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ly in the intersection by our assumption. Therefore, (xv  (V l ) )Ay= (v2). 
= )slgn,,,(y), which i~ a contradiction to This implies sign,o((vl ) Vx) ( -1 ' '  
Eq. (3). [] 
Definition 4.2. 
1. We define ~,,2 as we did for to,,,. 
to,,., = ~_. ~yy 
y6Supp(~o).(v2) ~< y
is the partial sum of to so that each term in to,,_, contains (v2). 
2. By Lemma 4.1, Supp(to,., ) M Supp(to,,.,) = 0, so we can expand the basis ,~ to 
a basis .33 for V = V.v~supp(,,,,, )us~pp(,,,,_,) y so that the first 2t + 2 elements are 
1)1, e l  ~ • • • ~ e2t, l)2. 
. 
)'ESupp(,,~r 2 ) 
where (v.,) vx;, = y E Supp(to,,,) and Xv E Span(:~ - {vi, vz}). 
4.1. t-dimensional subspaces 
In this section, we consider all the t-dimensional subspaces of spaces in 
Supp(to,,,) t_J Supp(to,,,). Remember that each such t-dimensional subspace 
should be covered by exactly two (t + l)-dimensional spaces in Supp(to) by 
Lemma 3.3. 
There are three types of t-dimensional subspaces of spaces in 
Supp(to,, t ) O Supp( to,., ). 
1. Spaces of the first type are (Vl) V z~ or (v2) V z2, where z, is a (t - 1 )-dimen- 
sional subspace of x~ E Supp(to,?) for some x ,  i = 1,2. 
2. Spaces of the second type are the spaces in Supp(to~ ) to Supp(to,~). 
3. In the set of type 3 spaces, there are four different subtypes depending on in 
which (t + l)-dimensional space in Supp(to,~ a ) t3 Supp(to,,) the t-dimensional 
subspace is contained. 
Let xl - (ut , . . . ,u , )  and x' I ___ (u' l . . . . .  u',) be two t-dimensional spaces in 
S upp (to~) with sign,,, ((vl) v x l ) = + 1, sign,,, ((v i ) V x' I ) = - 1. Then 
+ ® G,.~ (xl) is the set of (q' - 1) many t-dimensional subspaces (*tvl + u l , . . . ,  
*,t,I + u,) of (t,x) v xl, where (* l , . . . ,  *,) E IFq- {(0, . . . .  0)}. 
o G,7 R (x't) is the set of (q , _  1) many t-dimensional subspaces (*l vl + u' l , . . . ,  
t *,vl +u',) of (vl) Vx' I, where (* l , . . . , * t )  6 n:q - {(0 . . . .  ,0)}. 
For two t-dimensional spaces x_,, x" E Supp(toL) with sign,,,((vz} vx2) = +1 
= - -'+ (x~) and G~ (x;) are defined just as G,+ (xl) and and sign,,,((v2)Vx~,) 1, G,,, _ 
G,q (x'l) were defined. 
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Def in i t ion  4.3.  
G~+, -- U + a,,,(xi) and G~ = 
x/~_ Supp( , ,~  ) 
slgno~vi (x I 1- + I 
[,.J 
.rP, ~:Sul~,p(~% ) 
sign ,~] [x  i I,= - I 
i = 1,2. 
.! Lemma 4.4. For xi,x i E Supp(to~), such that sign,o,](xi) = +1 and 
+ . qt sign,o; (~) = -1 ,  i=  1,2, Ia~,,(x,)l = Ia~(:¢//)t = - 1. Moreover, two sets of  
size (qt_  1) of  t-dimensional subspaces created from two different x,x' E 
(Supp(to~) t3 Supp(¢o~)) are mutually disjoint. Hence 
Ia,,sI = Ia~l = (q ' -  1)(I +q) . . . ( l  +q,- l ) ,  i=  1,2. 
Proof. For example, in G + (*iv1 +u l , . .  *,vl +u,) ,  (*l .. .~) c 
Ftq - {(0, . . . ,  0)} is the space spanned by the row vectors of the matrix ( 0 0) 
*2 0 1 -.. 9 
• . • °° ,  ° 
*t 0 0 . - .  ! 
where we use {v~, u~, u,_,..., u,} as a basis. Note that the above matrix is of the 
reverse row echelon form. So, different (* l , . . . ,*t ) 's  make different 
(*lVl + Ul, . . . ,  *,Vt + U,)'S. 
Let x= (ul . . . .  ,u,), x' = (u' t. . . .  ,u',) in (Supp(to,~)to Supp(,o{_,)), x ¢ x'. If 
x E Supp(to?j ) and x' 6 Supp(~o,~), then obviously two sets of subspaces are 
disjoint by Lemma 4.1. So let us assume that x,x 'E Supp(to,?). Since x C x', 
there must be u; ~( (u'l,... ,u'~). If (*lvl + ul . . . .  ,*,vl + u,) = (.'lvl + u'l , . . . ,  
t t *,vl +u',) for some (*t, . . . .  *,),(*'l,...,*',) 6 0:q- {(0, . . . ,0)},  then 
, ,,, + 
j J 
and this implies u; = ~_,jeju~ since ul, u" 6 Span( .~-  {vl}). We have a con- 
tradiction to u, ¢ (u], . . . .  u'~). An identical argument works for the case 
x,x' E Supp(to,, 2). [] 
For a space y E Supp(to,, ) tO Supp(to,.), there are 
many subspaces of type 1, exactly one subspace of type 2, and (q' - 1) many 
t41 subspaces of type 3, which will add up to ( . ) . So by considering type 1. type 
• l q 
2 and type 3 subspaces, we count all t-dimensional subspaces of the spaces m 
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Supp(co~ ) O Supp(~%). It is clear that three sets of t-dimensional subspaces of 
tyro. l, type 2 and type 3, respectively, are mutually disjoint. 
It is clear that the spaces of type 1 are covered by two (t + l)-dimensional 
spaces in (Supp(co~) U Supp(t-~2)), since every (t - l)-dimensional subspace z 
of a space in Supp(t~,) is covered by exactly two t-dimensional spaces in 
Supp(o~,), i = l, 2. 
For a space x of type 2, if x • Supp(ta~ ) N Supp(t~), then x is covered by 
two (t + l)-dimensional spaces in Supp(~oo~ )o Supp(co~2), otherwise x is cov- 
ered by only one (t + 1)-dimensional space in Supp(ta~ )O Supp(to~ 2). Let 
G - (Supp(oJ~) U Supp(to~)) - (Supp(to~) N Supp(t,~)) 
be the set of t-dimensional spaces of type 2, covered by anly one space in 
Supp(co~ ) tJ Supp(to~2). 
By Lemma 4.4, we can see that each t-dimensional subspace of type 3 is cov- 
ered by only one space in Supp(to~, ) 0 Supp(oo,). (Note that any t-dimensional 
space obtained from two (t + l)~dimensional spaces in Surp(too n) is of type 1.) 
Spaces in G and Go+ G~,, i = 1,2, should be covered by a (t + 1)-dimensional 
space in Supp(to) - (Supp(o~,,,) o Supp(to~,)). Hence, they give us information 
about the spaces outside of Supp(o~ ) U Supp(co,,,). 
l,emma 4.5. Let s, s' be two different -dimensiot~al spaces of  type 3 in the same set 
(Gv+~ or G~ or G~, + or G~). Then there is no y•  Supp(tc)- (Supp(tov,)U 
3upp(tav,)) such that s v s' = y. 
Proof. We will do the proof for only the case s, s' • G ÷ since the proofs for the 
other cases are identical. Let 
s =//~iv l  + ul,/~2vl + u2, . . . ,  P, vl + u,), 
S'= (~lUI + WI,)'21)I -~-W2,..., ~tUI "[" Wt) 
be two t-dimensional spaces o c type 3 in G~, where (ul, . . . ,  u,), (wn,..., wt) are 
t in Supp(t~) and (fin,..., fl,), (? l , . . . ,  ~,) • IFq - {(0,.. . ,  0)}. Suppose that 
y • $upp(~o) exists as described in the lemma. If (un,..., ut)= (wn,...,wt), 
then y=sVs '=(vn)V(un , . . . ,u , )•Supp( ta , , t )  since both s,s' are in 
(vn) V (un,...,u,) and s # s'. Therefore we can assume that (un,...,ut) 
(wn,... wt). Since s,s' E G + we know that '9 l , i  ", 
t - Dim((ul, . . . ,  u,) A (w i , . . .  , wt)) = even number # 0. 
So t -  Dim(/ul,. . .  ,u,) A/wn,...,wt)) /> 2 and 
Dim(/ul, . . . ,ut ) V Iwn, . . . ,wt))  ~ t + 2. (4) 
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Since ( i l l , ' ' ' ,  fit) ~= (0 , . . . ,  0) and (Yl , . - - ,  Y,) ~- (0 , . . . ,0 ) ,  we can find a new 
basis for s, say {u ' | ,u '2 , . . . ,u ; _ | ,v l+u~} and for s', say {~,w~, . . . ,  
~- i ,  vt + ~} so that 
and 
( i l t l~ . . .~ i l t t )  : ( / / i~' '"  ~ilt)~ 
(Wll~ . . . ~ Wtt) - -  (Wi~ . . . , Wt)  
ul, w ~ E Span{e l , . . .  ,e2~}. 
Now, to find the d imension of  s V s', we think about the ordered set 
t I l l l l 
{IIlI, II2, . . . , Ut_I  , WI  , W2,  . . . , WI_ | ,  Vl + l l l ,  t , J r - , ' ;}  
which obviously spans s V s'. We have, because of the Eq. (4), 
t I 
• ' ' , w'| w2 , . . ,  w',-, })  >t t, N - Dlm(Span{u i , u2, . . . ,  II,_| , , 
since ' ' ., .. II,) v w,)) = (( i i ' , , . . . , , ' , )  v w,)). 
There are three cases to be considered. Firstly, if N /> t+2,  then 
Dim(s V s') >i t + 2, contradictory to the fact that Dim(s V s') = t + 1. Second- 
ly, if N = t + 1 then Dim(s V s')/> t + 2 since vl + II't cannot  be linearly depen- 
' ' . . ,~  |}, we have a contradiction. dent on the set {ii' l,U~ . . . .  , i l t _ l ,Wt i ,w2  , .  _ 
Finally, if N = t, then because of Eq. (4), 
' ' ' w' I, w',, ,' II, ~ Span{u' I u, ,u,_l, . , ~ . . . .  lit_ I } 
and 
. . . .  I l;}. w', ~' Span{u'j, ua, u r l ,  . . . ,  
This implies that 
I 1! I ~! t'l + u', ~ Span{u'l, i i ' , ,  . ". ,u, - i ,  a l ,  . . . . .  , ~, - i}  
and 
I I ! ! ? ! I 
ri + w', q Span{uj,  u2, . . . ,  u~_l, wl, w2 ..... , %-i ,  vl + u,}. 
Therefore, we have Dim(s v s') = t + 2, a contradiction. 
These three cases prove that there is no y E Supp(~o) such that y = s V s' and 
sign,,,(y) = - I. [] 
Lemma 4.6. There is ,,lo y in Supp(to) - (Supp(~o,.I) U Supp(to,,,)), which corers 
x E Supp(to~) U Supp(m~) and s,s' E G,~+~ UG~I UG~ UGh, 2, s ~: s'. 
Proof. Let y be a space in Supp(to) - (Supp(to~,)U Supp(e;,~2) ), which covers 
two different -dimensional spaces of  type 3, s and s'. Then, by Lemma 4.5 and 
St :k the sign argument, s a G,,~, E G~., {i, j} = { 1,2} and y = s v s'. Observe that 
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y A (et , . . . ,e2t)  is at most (t - l)-dimensional since y contains /)1 -I- Ul and 
V2 + u2, ui E (e l , .~ . ,  e2t), i -- 1,2.  This shows that y cannot cover x E G, which 
is a t-dimensional subspace of (e l , . . . ,e2, ) .  [] 
By Lemma 4.5, a space y in Supp(to) - (Supp(to,,,) U Supp(to,,,)) can cover 
at most two t-dimensional spaces of type 3; if there are at least three spaces cov- 
ered by y than two of them should be in the same set in the sense of Lemma 4.5. 
Hence, there must be at least 
½ (IG,,, +1 + IG,:, I + IG,t,I + IG,:, I) = ' (4(q' - !)(1 + q) . . .  (1 + q' - ' ) )  
many spaces in Supp(to) - (Supp(to,~ t)U Supp(to,..)), which let 
ISupp(,o)l >/ISupp(~o,,)l + ISupp(,o,,)i + 2(q t -  1)(1+ q)... (1 + q'-') 
=4( l+q) . . . ( l+qt - ' )+2(q  t -  1)( l+q) . . . ( l+q ' - ' )  
= 2(1 +q) . . . ( I  +q' )= ]Supp(to)]. 
This means that there can be no more spaces outside Supp(to,, ) U Supp(~,),,_,) 
other than the join of two t-dimensional spaces of type 3. Hence, with Lemma 
4.6, we have the following corollaries and a key theorem. 
For each s E G,.+ U G,q, if we let 4,(s) be its partner so that 
s V q~(s) E Supp(to) - (Supp(to,.,) U Supp(e~,,.)), then we have the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 4.7. There is a one-to-one correspomlence ~/~ between G, + U G/] and 
G;~ U G/, satL~fving the following conditiors: 
(a) 4~(6,!i) = G,' ~md 4J(G.i,) = Gii. 
(b) For s E Gil i, s V ~b(s) = y E gapp(tt)) - (Supp(co,,) u Supp(~o,._,)) and 
~Xy = -1 .  
(C) For s E G~, s V $(s) = y E Supp(~o) - (Supp(~o,.,) U Supp(ro~..)) and 
~,. = +1. 
Moreover, if s # s' E G ~,, U G~, then s V O(s) # s' V ¢~(s'). 
Corollary 4.8. Every :-dimensional .~pace of OTe 2 & covered by two spaces in 
Supp(o) h ) U Supp(~o~,.,). hi other words, 
Supp(¢o,~i) = Supp(,,,,~2). 
Corollary 4.9. A basis Jbr (/= Vv~suppI,,,,t )uSuppi,,,,_. lY is 
,~= {v,,el , . . . ,et ,  v2,e,~l . . . .  e2,}. 
Theorem 3. to = ~,9,,~ + ¢o,,, + ~b, Mwre each space hi Supp(6)) is written as 
s V tk(s) for the unique s E Gr + U G~. 
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Corollary 4.10. Every space in Supp(to) is a subspace of 
(vl, e l , . . . ,  e,, v2, e,+ i . . . . .  e2,). 
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4.2. lsotropic subspaces 
Remark 4.11. As we did in the proof of Lemma 4.5, we always can write a t- 
dimensional space of type 3 as (vl + ul, u:,,..., ut) or (-v., + Ul, u2, . . . .  u,), 
where (u!,u2,. . . ,ut) E Supp(o~) = Supp(oQ) and ui E Span{el, . . . ,e2t}. 
(Note that we may change v2 by -v2.) 
We are left to prove that all the spaces in Supp(~o) are maximal isotropic 
subspaces of a fixed (2t + 2)-dimensional space 
I /=  (v l ,e ! , . . . ,e t ,  v2,el~l,... ,e2t) 
with an appropriate ordered basis. On the space (e l , . . . ,  e,, e ,  i , . . . ,  e2t), the bi- 
linear form is already well defined so we will have to extend this basis to get an 
ordered basis of I)" so that each space in Supp(m) is isotropic. In the following 
lemmas, we investigate the spaces in G,.~ U G~ and 4(G,:~ O G,7 ). 
Lemma 4.12. Let (vl +ul ,u2 . . . . .  u,) and ( -v,  +ul,u2 . . . . .  u,) be two t- 
dimensional spaces of  O'pe 3. where ui ¢ Span{el , . . . .  e2,}. Then 
( l l  I , i l  2 . . . . .  lit} E Supp(%7, ) = Supp(,,J,~; ).
In other words, (ul . . . . .  u,) is a t-dimensiomd isotropic suhwace o.f (el . . . . .  e2,). 
Proof. By the definition of the spaces of :~,pe 3, 
(t,, + u l ,u2  . . . . .  u,) = (*lt, j + wl . . . . .  *,r l  + w,) 
t for some (*l, . . . .  .,) E IF.- {(0 . . . .  ,0)} and {wj,.. . ,w,) ~ Supp(v),7), where 
w i¢  Span{el . . . .  ,e2,}. So v~+u3,u2, . . . ,u,  are linear combinations of 
*~vl + wl, . . . .  ,,r~ + w,. Since u~ E Span{e~, . . . .  e2,}, we easily can see that 
u~'s are linear sum of w[s. Furthermore, since (t,~ + ul, u_,, . . . .  u,) is t-dimen- 
sional and does not contain v~ by the definition of the spaces of type 3. 
{ut . . . . .  u,} is a linearly independent set. This shows that 
(u~, . . . .  "6) = (wj , . . . ,  w,) an element of Supp(,.o,7 ). Exactly the same argument 
works for ( -v,  + u,, u, . . . . .  u,). 
Lemma 4.13. Let s = (vl +ul ,u2, . . . ,u , )  be a ,space 01 G~ tOG(.., where 
u, E Span{el . . . .  e2,}. Then 
4(s)  = (u., . . . .  + u .  1), 
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where U,+l E Span{el,. . . ,e2,} and (u2,... ,ut, ut+l) ~ (ul,u2,.. .  ,ut) are two t- 
dimensional spaces in Supp(e~), which cover (u2,.. . ,u,).  In particular, 
s Adp(s)=(u2, . . . ,u , )  is a ( t - l ) -d imensional  isotropic subspace of  
Span{e~,.. . ,  e2,}. 
Proof. Since s v $(s) is (t + l)-dimensional, s A $(s) must r,~ ( t -  l)-dimen- 
sional. To make a vector inside s A ~b(s), we cannot use vl + ul at all because 
ep(s) ~ G~ + OG~ C_ Span{el, . . . ,e2t,  v2}. Hence, we have sAq~(s) = (u2,. . . ,  
ut), a ( t -  1)-dimensional isotropic subspace of Span{el, . . .  ,e2t} by Lemma 
4.12. Since sA ~(S) ~(S) ,  ~(S) : (U2, . . .  ,u t , -v  2"a t -ut+l)  for some 
ut+! ~ Span{el,. . . ,e2t}. 
Now by Lemma 4.12, (u2,... ,  ut, u,+l) E Supp(to~). In Supp(to~), there are 
only two spaces which cover (u2,.. . ,u,),  one of which is (Ul, . . . .  u,). If 
(u2,.. . ,  ut, u,+l) = (ul, u2, . . . ,  u,), then we have a contradiction to Corollary 
4.7(a), the sign condition. So, (u2,... ,  u,, u,.t) is uniquely determined. [] 
Lemma 4.14. Let 
s=(v l+u l ,u2 , . . . ,u t )  E G +,,~ OG~ 
and 
~(S) -" (U2, . . . , / / t , - -V2 "~ U,*l) e GI, + U a~,  
where u~ E Span{el . . . .  ,e2,}. Then for 
. . . .t <U2~ . ~ Ut~ s~= (~Vl+Ul u,, .,u,> and .~-  .. ~vl+u,+t>, 
~b(s~) = (u2,... ,u, , -~-Iv2 + u,+l) and ¢k(s'~) = (-~-Iv2 + ul,u2,. . .  ,u,), 
where o~ E ~,l - {0}. Furthermore, i f  s E G ±,,, then s~ E G,.~ , s'~ E G,,~. 
Proof. We know that (ul,u2,...,u~) and (u2,.. . ,ut, ut+t) are the two t- 
dimensional spaces in Supp(%q), which cover the ( t -  l)-dimensional space 
(u2,.. . ,  ut), by Lemmas 4.12 and 4.13. Moreover, {ui , . . . ,  ut, u~+l } is a linearly 
independent set since u,+i = ~l=l  ciui makes (uz, u2,. . . ,  ut) = (u2,.. . ,  u,, ut+l), 
a contradiction. 
We, first, consider s'~ _= (u2,... ,  ut, ~tvl + u,+ i), 0t E U:q - {0}. By Lemma 
4.13, we have 
qb(s') = (-v2 + w, u2,. . . ,u,) ,  where(w, u2,. . . ,u,) = (u,,u2, . . . .  u,). 
Hence w = cuj + ~1:2 ciu, for c, c, E ~:q. But, we may drop )-'~i=2 ciu, from w 
without changing ~b(s'~). So w = cul, c # O. Therefore 
¢(s',) = (-c-Iv2 + ul ,u2, . . .  ,u,). 
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To decide c, let us think about the t-dimensional space 
(u2,. . . ,  u,, ~tVl + otul - v2 + u,+l) ~< s v q~(s) E Supp(to). 
This space should be covered by exactly two (t + l)-dimensional spaces in 
Supp(to), and one of them is s v q~(s). Observe that 
(u2, . . . ,  u,, ~v, + ~ul - v2 + u,+l) is not a subspace of any (t + l)-dirnensional 
space in Supp(too,)LI Supp(oJ,.~) since all spaces in Supp(tor,)o Supp(tov2) are 
in either Span{vl,el , . . . ,e2t} or in Span{et, . . . ,e2t,  v2} but the vector 
OWl + otul - v2 + ut+j is in neither of them. Therefore, (u2,... ,ut, ~vl+ 
• ul - v2 + ut+l) must be a subspace o f r  v 4~(r) for some r ¢ s c G + t.J G~. Fur- 
thermore rA~(r )= (u2,. . . ,ut)  by Lemma 4.13. Since (ul,u2,.. . ,u~) and 
(u2,.. . ,u,,u,+,) are the two spaces in Supp(to~) which cover (uz, . . . ,u , ) ,  
r = (flvl +u l ,u2 , . . . ,u t )  or (u2,.. . ,u,,f lvl  + u,+l), fl # O. I f  r = (flvl + ul,u2, 
. . . ,ut ) ,  then 4~(r)= (u2, . . . ,u t , - f fv2  +u,+l) by Lemma 4.13. Moreover, for 
rV  tk(r) to cover (u2,. .. ,u,,owl + ~ul - v2 + u,+i), 
• v, + ~u, - v~ + u,+, = ~- ' (~v ,  + u,) + i f - ' (  - ffvz + ut+,) 
+ linear sum of {u , , . . . ,  u,} 
since u, E Span{el , . . . ,  e2t} for all i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  t. So we have 
~ul +u,+l + linear sum of {u2,... ,u,} = ~[3-~u ,, + [3'-lu,+i. 
But, {u~, U2, . . ,  , Ut, Ut+l } is a linearly independent set. Therefore we conclude 
that fl = 1, fl' = 1. That makes r = s, a contradiction. Therefore, 
r = (u2,. . . ,ut,  flvl + u,+l) and q~(r) = (-fl'v2 + ul ,uz , . . . ,u , ) .  
Furthermore, for r V q~(r) to cover (u2, . . . ,  u,, ctvl + otul - v2 + u,+l), fl = ~ and 
/1' = ~-i since, again, {u,, u2, . . . ,  u,, ut+~ } is a linearly independent set. Note 
that r=s' , .  Thus, we have proved that #p(s',)=dp(r)=(-o~-'v2+ 
' ' + * G~ respectively. ul, u2, . . . ,  ut). It is clear that s,, E G~,, (s~, E G,,~ ) if s E G~., (s ~ ) 
For s~, consider the t-dimensional subspace 
(at,, + - + v 4,(s',). 
Identical proof works for this case. [] 
4.3. Proof of  Theorem 2 (final step) 
Note that (e l , . . . ,  et), (e2,. . . ,  e,+l) E Supp(to~ ), since they are t-dimensional 
isotropic subspaces of (el , . . . ,et,et+~,.. . ,e2tl .  So, by Lemma 4.13, for 
s = (vi + et ,ez , . . . ,et ) ,  tp(s) = (e2, . . . ,e , , -v2  + cet+l) for some constant 
c <5 IFq - {0}. Since we always can change v2 by its multiple, we may assume that 
~b(s) = (e2, . . . ,e t , -v2  +et+l) 
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so that the space 
z ~ s v O(s) = (vl + el,e2,... ,e , -v2 + e,+l) 
is in Supp(to). If we take 
= {vl,e~,... ,e,, v2, et+l , . . .e2t} 
as an ordered basis of/2 and define the bilinear form (,)E SO that the Gram 
matrix is 
0 It+l) 
lt÷l 0 
then certainly ( , )E  is an extended bilinear form of ( , )  on (e l , . . . ,  e2t). We are 
going to show that every space in Supp(og) is isotropic with respect o the ex- 
tended bilinear from ( , )E' 
We check the condition for tp first. (See Definition I. 1.) For the spaces in 
Supp(t% ) t.J Supp(t%), since tp(vl) = tp(v2) = 0, Eq. (1) finishes the proof. Re- 
member that the spaces in Supp(tb) are (vl + ul, u2,..., u,,-w. + ut+l), where 
(ul,...,ut) and (u2,...,u,+l) are t-dimensional isotropic subspaces of 
(el,... ,e2,). Again, by Eq. (1), 
~(v~ + 
and 
u~) = ~o(vl) + ,p(u~) + (v~, u~)E = 0 
~p(-v.~ + u. i )  = ~p(v2) + ~p(u,÷l) - (v2,u,, i)E = 0. 
Hence, as long as we can show that {vl + ul,u2,... ,u,,-v= + u,+l} is an or- 
thogonal set with respect o the extended inner product, the condition for tp 
is satisfied. Therefore, to show that a given space is isotropic, it will be sufficient 
to check the orthogonality of that space. 
Note that all spaces in Supp(c%) U Supp(og,,_,) and z are isotropic subspaces 
of/2: The orthogonality condition can be trivially checked. 
Now, our goal is to show that at least half of the spaces in Supp(~o) are iso- 
tropic subspaces of (vl, e~,..., et, v2, et~l,..., e2,) with respect o the extended 
bilinear form, and then to use Theorem I. 
If q = 2, we actually can show that all spaces in Supp(oJ) are isotropic with 
respect o the extended bilinear form: We already know that the spaces in 
Supp(o~,,,)u Supp(oJ,.,) are isotropic so we only have to check the spaces in 
Supp(tb). Remember that the elements of Supp(&) are (vt +ul ,u2, . . . ,  
u,,-v2 + ut~l) where (ul,... ,ut), (u2,... ,u,+l) E Supp(to,~). So the only thing 
we have to show is 
(vR + u l , -v2  + u,+l)e = --(vk, V,.)E + (Ul, U,+l)e = 0 
i.e. (ul,u,~l)E = (Vl, v2)e = 1. Note that the only nonzero element of IF2 is the 
identity, and (uj, u,+l)e = (ul, u,+l) is nonzero since (ul, . . . ,  u,), (u2,..., u,+l) 
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are maximal isotropic subspaces of (el, . . .  e2,). Therefore, every z E Supp(to) is 
an isotropic subspace of (vl, e l , . . . ,  e,, v2, et+i . . . .  , e2,) if q = 2. 
Now we care about the case q >/3. We find as many as possible (t + 1)-di- 
mensional isotropic subspaces of (vl, e t , . . . ,  e,, v2, e,+l,. . . ,  e=,) in Supp(to). Re- 
member that we fix an isotropic space 
z ---- sV q~(s) = (vl + el,ez,. . .  ,e,,-v2 + e,+l) E Supp(oJ). 
For i = t + 1, t , . . . ,  2, let us think about the/-dimensional subspaces ofz which 
contain a space (vl + el + u~,-t,z + e,+t + u2) where u~, u2 ~ Span{e2,... ,e,}. 
For fixed i, 
number of those/-dimensional subspaces of z 
= number of (i - 2)-dimensional subspaces of (e2,..., e,) 
×number of possible u~, u2 
= (t-_~)q x q2,t-,-,,-,.,, 
: (;-~)q × q2,t+,-i, 
By Lemma 3.3, for each/-dimensional subspace of z, as above, there must be 
exactly 
q('+~-') 
many spaces in Supp(to), whose intersection with z is the given/-dimensional 
space. This means that we have (by q-binomial theorem), 
t+~( ; -12)  q2't~ '-'l q("~ ') '-' ( / = q-" q' =Zq2 j t - !  q(~) (1+ ) . . . (1+ ) 
i=2 q i 0 J /q 
many different spaces in Supp(to) which contain (vl + e~ + ul, -v,. + et4 1 + u2) 
for some ul,u2 ~ Span{e2,... ,e~}. Let A be the set of the spaces in Supp(to), 
whose intersection with z is an i-dimensional space, i >i 2, containing a space 
(vl + et + ul,-v2 + et+! + u,_) for some ul,u2 E Span{e2,...,e,}. Note ~_hat 
the spaces in/I  cannot be in Supp(to,., ) t_J Supo(to,.,), so they must be of type 
r V ~(r) for a t-dimensional space r of type 3. Therefore they can be written as 
(vl + el + ul, -vz  + et-~ l + u2,wl, w.,, . . . .  wt-l), 
where (wl , . . . ,  wt-i) = r A ok(r) 
is an isotropic subspace of (ej,.. .  ,e_,t). Moreover, since (vl + el + u l , -v2+ 
e,+l + U2)E = --(vl, v_,) E + (el,et+l)E = 0, they are all isotropic subspaces of 
(vl, e l , . . . ,  e,, v2, e,+l, . . . .  e2,) .  
By the above work, we were able to find (1 + q-')(1 + q3)... (1 + q') many 
more isotropic spaces in Supp(t~), which is not yet enough. So we will use some 
previous work to find more isotropic spaces in Supp(t,~). 
By Lemma 4.14, each of the (1 + q2) ( 1 + q3)... ( 1 + q') many (t + 1 )-dimen- 
sional spaces we have found in Supp(tb) from z makes it possible to find 
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2(q - 1) more (t + l)-dimensional subspaces of  (vl, e l , . . . ,  et, v2, et+l , . . . ,  e2t) in 
Supp(&). Remember that the spaces we obtain this way have the form 
(~vl + el + ut, -~-lv,_ + et+l + u2,wl , . . .  ,wt-l) 
or  
(otv2 + el + ui, --o~ -I vi + et+! + u2, wI, • • • ,  Wt-l } 
SO that they are all isotropic subspaces of  I?. We prove that they are all differ- 
ent: I f  
Yl = (tXVi +el  "lt-Ul,--o~-lv2"q-et+! "+-U2, Wl , . . .Wt- i )  
! 
' ' Wt- l )  =Y2 I ._fl-lv2 _~_ et+l + u2, w I, . . .  = (flVl + el + Ul, 
where Ul, u2, u' t, u" E Span{e2, . . . ,  e,} and wi, w'j E Span{e l , . . . ,  e2t}, then 
? ! ! 
rl = (O~/)l "{-el + u i, Wl , . . . ,  wt- i}  = (flvl + el + u i, w l , . . . ,  Wt_l) = r2, 
~b(rl) = (--O~-Iv2 -[- e ,+  I + l /2 ,w i , . . .  ,wt_  ! 
! 
__-- ( - - f l - l /32+e/¢ l  + u2, wt l , . . . ,wt_  I '
since y, = r, v q~(ri), i = 1,2 (Corollary 4.7). 
~XVl + el + Ul = ~fl-lCflVl + el + U'l) + ~_,,ciw~, 
~fl- I(el  + Ull)+ EiCi~ii . Therefore 
(et + u,,et~, + u2)E = (~fl '(et + u',) + Ec~w,,et+, + u , )  
i E 
= (~l~-I(el + dl),e,+l + u:) e 
= o~fl-X(et + u'l,et+l + u,.)F. 
-- CXfl - I 
) 
) = 
Since wi, ~ E Span{e, , . . . ,  e2t}, 
and we have e~+ul= 
• " = ' ' " "  ~ I) is an isotropic since (et+! +u2, wl,w2, .,wt-i} (e,÷l +u2,~,w 2, , _ 
subspace of  {el, . . . .  e2,). On the other hand, (el + ul,e,+t + u2)E should be 
the same as (et ,e , i )E  = 1 since ul,u2 ~ Span{e2, . . . ,e t} .  Therefore we con- 
clude that ~ = fl and this implies 
el + ul = e~ + u I+  ciwl, 
i 
e, + i + u2 = et. i + u~ + linear sum of  wls. 
Now, we have 
(Vl + et + ul, -t,2 + et÷t + u2, wl, • . . ,  wt - i )  
? I t ! = (v, +e l  +u t , - r2  +e,+! +u2,%, . . . ,W,_ l ) .  
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Suppose that 
Yt =-- (~vl +el + ul, -ot-tv2 + e,+l + u2, wl , . . .wt- j )  
t I I Wrl ~ t 
= (flY2 + e l  +Ul , - - f l -  Vl +e,+ l  +u2, ...w,_l) =Y2,  
where ul, u2, U'l, u~ E Span{e2,.. . ,  e,}, and w~, ~ ¢ Span{el , . . . ,  e2,}. Then 
rl = (~Vl +e l  + u l ,w j ,  . . . .  w, i) 
- Iv l  t = --fl +et+l +u',w'l,...,Wt_l). =r2 
since y; = r; V q~(ri),i = 1,2 (Corollary 4.7). Since w; ,~ E Span{el, . . .  ,e2,}, 
• Vl + el + ut = -~f l ( - f l - l / ) l  -F-e,+l + u~) + E iC iW'  i hence, el + ul = -~tfl(e,+l+ 
u') + Y'~i c i~ and we have 
0 = (e, + u,,e, + u,)r " = (e, + Ul,-~fl(e,~, + u'2) + Y~3,w',)E = -~fl- 
i 
This cannot happen since 0t ¢: 0 and fl -# 0. This completes the proof of our 
claim. 
So now we have 
2(q - l )  x ( l+q2) . . - ( l+q ' )  
many spaces in Supp(tb) and 
4( l+q) ( l+qZ) . . - ( l+q '  ') 
many spaces in Supp(to,., ) U SuppOo,) which are (t + l)-dimensional isotropic 
subspaces of (vl, el . . . .  e,, lr2, et4 I . . . . .  e2t) .  
Let Jt be the signed sum of the (t + l)-dimensional isotropic spaces of 
(v,, el . . . ,  e,, v2, e,+l, • • •, e:,), where 
signz(y) = ( - l )  t~ I-dim(''A'l~'l, .VO = (v l ,e l , "  • • , el). 
Then because of Corollary 3.2, for each of 2(1 +q2) . . . ( !  +qt-t)(qt~l_ 
qt + 3q + !) many isotropic spaces, y, that we have found in Supp(c,~), 
sign,,~(y) = sign z (y). 
(Note that we are assuming that sign,,,(),,) = +!.) Therefore to - Z is another 
element in Nq(t, t + 1, n) and the size of the support of this element is less than 
or equal to 
4(I +q) ( l  +q2) . . . ( i  + q') - 4(1 + q2) . . . ( l  +q,- i)(q,, l  _q,  + 3q+ 1) 
=8(1 + q2).. .  (1 +q, - i ) (q t_q)  
which is strictly less than 2(1 + q) . . - ( !  + q') for q >~ 3. By Theorem 1, ~o - Z 
should be 0 i.e. to = Z for q >/3. 
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Therefore, for all q, ¢o is the signed sum of (t + l)-dimensional isotropic 
spaces of (trl,el . . . ,e , ,  l~2,et~:l, . . . .  e2t) with respect to the extended bilinear 
form. [] 
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